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Inventory control systems are being widely used in all types of industries and retail businesses to
maintain good stock and control product losses owing to theft. Although healthcare organizations
generally do not sell products, medical supply inventory software is used in many hospitals,
laboratories and health centres for better patient care and to control theft. Expiry dates, tracking re-
order points, lots code, etc are recorded as history, thus enabling the medical staff to effectively
maintain and distribute medical inventory. The software offers number of advantages to different
types of medical organizations such as radiological clinics, dental schools and offices, cardiac care
clinics, multi-specialty clinics, surgical centres, pharmaceuticals, laboratories, etc.

Medical Supply Inventory Software:

The medical inventory software enables management of financial processes such as ordering,
procuring and storing of supplies, reviewing and validating quantities, purchase orders, shipping
documents, bills of landing, accounting, material control and supply reports. The software will allow
your database to automatically receive all the collected data. Pharmaceutical companies use it as a
centralized management system to keep track of all information related to medicines such as
purchase date, manufacturing date, expiry date, batch number, contact details of the manufacturer
and information about its placement in your outlet. While the medical inventory software is capable
of handling bulk orders and updates you on medications running out of stock, the mro software
handles all your maintenance, repairs and overhaul of medical equipments.

Fleet Maintenance Software:

Fleet management software is extremely useful software for all types of corporate companies and
industries that own a fleet of vehicles for various purposes. The software is capable of handling all
operations such as vehicle acquisition, disposal, vehicle profiling, driver profiling, trip profiling,
vehicle efficiency, dispatch, maintenance and work order management, maintenance repair
histories, parts inventory management, license, certification and inspection tracking and more. Fleet
maintenance software is also widely used in the effective management of ships on sea. You can
purchase mro software and various other inventories software for your business from online stores.
Take the free thirty days trial to understand the features and benefits of this software before you
purchase it.

System Requirements:

The mro software and the medical supply inventory software do not require any major changes to
your existing system. However, some of the basic system requirements to install these software
include a computer with 64 MB RAM and 1GB hard drive space, internet connection for remote
support, operating system that includes windows 2000, XP, vista, Windows 7 or Mac running
parallels software, Networking support that includes Windows server, registered  net-ware and
windows built-in-peer-to-peer networking
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Find more information on Medical Supply Inventory Software, a Mro Software, a  Fleet Maintenance
Software  at our website. Please visit for more information decisionsw.com
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